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1 Abstract 

Today’s U.S. military has a uniquely modern challenge: massive amounts of data. Though our 
military possesses powerful sensor and data collection capabilities—satellite systems, UAVs, 
manned aerial platforms, ground-based sensors, to name a few—existing technologies fall short 
in making that data useful to the Soldier (e.g., providing environment updates to a squad in 
real-time). Hindering efficient delivery of environment information are growing data volumes 
and an inability to efficiently convert raw sensor and source data into useable intelligence. 

In this paper we explore methodologies for rapid, automated, and efficient environment data 
delivery. We provide an overview of the state-of-the-art, looking at benefits and drawbacks to 
existing GIS standards and frameworks. We discuss a technology in development for the Army: 
the Assimilation of Sources for a Cohesive Environment Description (ASCEND). ASCEND’s goal is 
to leverage and improve upon existing research to efficiently sort through data, leverage critical 
environment information, and rapidly deliver it to the Soldier. We evaluate the efficacy of the 
ASCEND framework, testing how cloud computing and HPC architectures can aid with 
processing big data.  

These huge amounts of data are both a problem and an opportunity for today’s military. We 
will show how environment data tools can efficiently sort through data and leverage only 
critical information, resulting in increased situational awareness, cost savings, and survivability.    

2 Introduction 

Today’s U.S. military has a uniquely modern challenge: massive amounts of data. Modern 
military technologies provide unprecedented amounts of information. Unfortunately we lack 
the ability to easily access, process, and deliver this information in the form of useable 
intelligence (Erwin, 2012). 

Our military possesses powerful sensor and data collection capabilities: satellite systems, UAVs, 
manned aerial platforms, and ground-based sensors, to name a few. However, existing 
technologies fall short in making that data useful to the Soldier (e.g., providing environment 
updates to a squad in real-time). Hindering efficient delivery of environment information are 
growing data volumes and an inability to efficiently convert raw sensor and source data into 
useable intelligence. 

This capability gap affects both the military’s operational and simulation and training (S&T) 
communities. S&T professionals have access to more and more sensor information that could 
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be used to build critical environment databases1 for experiments and training. However, the 
processes and tools for procuring, processing, and building runtime databases products are still 
relatively inefficient. In the operational domain, data has always been critical to winning on the 
battlefield. Accurate, timely data can provide superior situational awareness (SA). But timely 
raw data without the ability to rapidly process it provides no SA benefit. “Intelligence experts 
say the military is drowning in data but not able to convert that information into intelligible 
reports that break it down and analyze it” (Erwin, 2012). 

To identify how to overcome these challenges, we must analyze the process by which 
information is gathered and delivered to the Soldier. Figure 1 illustrates this “source-to-Soldier 
pipeline.” Additionally, we should consider the format of the data as it flows through the 
pipeline since data exchange and translation can be a major source of inefficiency. 

 

Figure 1. To effectively deliver environment data, we must look at all steps in the pipeline, which 
includes sensor collection, data processing, fusing of data from multiple sources, and delivery of only 

the relevant data in a digestible form 

Technologies have emerged to enable rapid, standardized environment information exchange 
(for example, Web Feature Service, or WFS, is a protocol for geographical features exchange). 
Other technologies address a specific step in the pipeline (for example, efficiently extracting 
terrain features from LIDAR). In this paper, we explore these technologies, discuss which 
aspects of the environment data delivery problem they address, and consider which capability 
gaps still exist.  

One such technology is the Assimilation of Sources for a Cohesive Environment Description 
(ASCEND) being developed by the Army Research Lab’s Simulation for Training and Technology 
Center (the authors are working with ARL STTC on this research). ASCEND’s objective is timely 
delivery of environment data, from source to Soldier. In this paper we describe the ASCEND 
approach and how it leverages and learns from existing environment delivery mechanisms. 
Finally, we discuss experiments we performed using ASCEND’s initial implementation to 
evaluate the technology’s practicality and promise. The experiments tested ASCEND with and 
without the aid of parallelization-enabling capabilities, to generate and OpenFlight and VBS3 
databases.  

                                                           
1
 The authors use the term “environment” to describe these databases instead of the more traditional “terrain 

databases” moniker. Modern environment databases contain more than just terrain. 
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3 Current State-of-the-art 

There are multiple existing technologies that address aspects of environment data delivery. 
Some of these technologies are mature and deployed while others are still in research and 
development. While there is no single comprehensive technology that moves data from source 
to Soldier, capabilities exist (which may or may not be specifically intended for environment 
modeling) that can be leveraged in the creation of a complete delivery system. In our research, 
we considered aspects of the environment data problem these capabilities addressed:  

 

In the below subsections we discuss existing environment data technologies and how they 
relate to our research into designing a successful data delivery system. 

3.1 Common Database format and the Layered Terrain Format  

Any environment data delivery system should be compatible with modern SE data formats. The 
Common Database format (Presagis, 2014) and the Layered Terrain Format (Applied Research 
Associates, Inc., 2015) are modern formats that treat different data parts as layers. The layered 
approach allows for modularity, appropriate data access restrictions, and rapid, efficient 
runtime reasoning. The data delivery system should be able to import these formats, process 
and reason on these formats, and export them. 

Aspects of the Environment Data Problem 

 Source data. Accurate source data must be available to build environments. 

 Producer and/or consumer API. Tools should have an API that provides access to the 

data, both for tools that generate data (producers) and those that use the data 

(consumers). 

 Metadata. Appropriate metadata assigned to data products is critical in searching, 

organizing, and processing big data. 

 Search capability. Without providing user-friendly, powerful search capabilities, users 

will not be able to effectively locate the important intelligence that exists within large 

amounts of data. 

 Repository. At the heart of a data management system is a capable, tailored repository 

that manages the information and provides easy access to it. 

 Runtime data. Ultimately the solution must deliver data in format(s) that can be used 

by runtime products, be they simulations or games. 
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3.2 NAVAIR Portable Source Initiative 

The NAVAIR Portable Source Initiative (NPSI) format defines a metadata schema that can 
describe the overarching dataset and individual files within that dataset (Howard & Riner, 
2012). The metadata also describes material properties, particularly multi-spectral radiometry 
properties and multi-component materials. NPSI is an example of a data format that adds richer 
content to the SE database using metadata. The format leverages metadata to provide 
information beyond just the physical geometry. Environment data system architects should 
consider NPSI’s metadata strategy when designing their systems.  

3.3 Synthetic Environment Core  

Synthetic Environment (SE) Core is tasked with the critical mission of creating SE databases for 
many DoD organizations. As such, they must generate databases rapidly and precisely. SE Core 
has focused a great deal on formalizing and streamlining their database generation process. 
They have done this with existing tools. With our ASCEND research, we aim to provide 
advanced tools for further streamlining SE Core’s process. For example, a repository containing 
products infused with rich metadata would enable advanced search capabilities currently 
unavailable to SE Core. The ability to perform smart searches could greatly enhance SE Core’s 
ability to find and leverage previous data based on quality, origin of source, database location, 
date of source collection, or any other available metadata. 

3.4 Joint Training Data Services 

The Joint Training Data Services (JDTS) comprise a set of web-based services that provide 
persistent access to Order of Battle and terrain generation tools (Chambers & Freeman, 2014). 
The services use the Common Database (CDB) as the underlying source data format. JTDS has 
many users and has proven the utility of its services. Architecturally, JTDS’s service approach is 
similar to ours with ASCEND. The key difference is that JTDS extensively uses and relies on the 
CDB format, whereas ASCEND is designed to be format-agnostic. Regardless of this 
fundamental difference, we have studied and learned from the JTDS approach and considered 
it in our design.  

Environment Data Cube Support System 

The Environment Data Cube Support System (EDCSS) is a set of services that provide weather 
data. Even though the system processes weather data rather than SE data, because EDCSS is a 
deployed, mature system, we were able to leverage aspects of EDCSS in our design for ASCEND 
(Brents, Lowe, & Webb, 2011). For example, EDCSS provides a consumer API for automated 
access to its data. It includes metadata and a strong search capability, as well as a tailored data 
repository. EDCSS takes a SOA approach to development, focusing on providing access to 
weather data instead of providing an actual weather model.   
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Environment Data Services  

Formerly known as RDG, the Environment Data Services (EDS) “defines a service-oriented 
design that specifies how data provider and data consumer systems integrate to enable net-
centric discovery, assessment, and retrieval of M&S-relevant data” (Gupton, Carlton, & 
Scrudder, 2014). EDS has an objective most similar to ours, though our research emphases are 
quite different. For example, EDS’s initial focus is “to enable the sharing and reuse of ‘M&S-
ready’ data. M&S-ready data is defined as data that has been processed or prepared for use 
within a model or simulation application” (Gupton, Carlton, & Scrudder, 2014). In contrast, 
ASCEND works with raw source data, and even “pre-source” data: for example, point cloud data 
directly from a LIDAR sensor. 

In addition, EDS’s architecture, “while developed for enterprise-wide potential employment, 
can be easily employed within individual communities, nations, commands, and Services.” Our 
approach has been the opposite; ASCEND’s architecture was primarily developed for smaller, 
organization-level deployments, though it could also be deployed for a larger enterprise. 

The EDS program has put considerable effort into industry-wide adoption. As Gupton, Carlton, 
& Scrudder explained, “Coordinating with each data provider presented the greatest challenges 
because of the variety in differences with each. Each provider prioritized data reuse and cross-
community data sharing differently” (2014). EDS has worked with many, if not all, of the major 
data providers across the DoD on how to provide access to each organization’s data. They are 
attempting to overcome organizational and procedural impediments to provide automated 
access through APIs. When automated access is not possible (which is often the case), EDS 
provides, through their website, metadata and point-of-contact information so consumers can 
rapidly determine another avenue for getting the data. In this way, EDS acts as an online card 
catalog for SE data; the search capability is enabled through EDS’s “metacards,” which use the 
DoD Discovery Metadata Specification (DDMS) standard. 

EDS’s stated “plans for the future” include “tools and services that enable the automation and 
coordination of data preparation capabilities.” They refer to other “development 
activities…underway…to create data ‘enhancement’ tools and services that will…automate 
much of the desktop work done today by data managers” (Gupton, Carlton, & Scrudder, 2014). 
ASCEND is one of these development activities. As you’ll see in subsequent sections, this 
automation is one of ASCEND’s primary thrusts.  

EDS has tackled, and continues to work, the monumental task of coordinating and corralling 
environment data across the DoD. They are working towards enterprise-wide management of 
M&S data resources. Through ASCEND we intend to leverage the work done in corralling data, 
as well as leverage EDS’s data management tools. ASCEND’s focus is on deployment at 
organizations to assist in managing their database-generation pipeline. While EDS is focused on 
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industry-wide collaboration, ASCEND is working on tools and service automation. With the two 
technologies working in concert, we envision a very powerful set of M&S SE capabilities. 

3.5 Web Feature Service 

Web Feature Service (WFS) is one of several standards for environment information exchange. 
WFS enables requests for geographical features over the web using platform-independent calls 
(Open Geospatial Consortium Inc., (2010). The WBS specification defines an interface for 
manipulating geographic feature data. The interface includes the ability to create, get, update, 
or delete features. WFS operations can be encoded in XML or key/values pairs in HTTP GET 
query strings. 

Environment data exchange frameworks like ASCEND should use these information exchange 
protocols to the extent possible. Since WFS is a proven protocol, has become ubiquitous, and is 
technically sound, so we leveraged it for our ASCEND research. While alternative protocols 
exist, the purpose of this paper is not to do a survey of them. Since WFS is sufficient for our 
needs, we will not explore further alternatives in this paper. 

Table 1 summarizes all of the above technologies and how they relate to environment data 
build and delivery. 
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Table 1. Environment data technologies and how they relate to build and delivery  

Technology Description 
Source 
Data 

Producer/ 
Consumer 
API 

Meta-
data 

Search 
Capability 

Reposi-
tory 

Run-
time 
Data 

CDB Open specification X    X X 

LTF 

Compact format that 
can be used for data 
transfer and/or 
runtime 

X  X   X 

NPSI 

Data preparation 
standard. Source 
datasets stored in 
archive 

X  X    

SE Core 
Standardized 
processes for 
database creation 

X     X 

JTDS 
Web-based terrain 
services 

 X   X X 

EDCSS 
Processes weather 
data, has a strong 
search capability 

 X X X X  

EDS 
Web portal to search 
metadata 

 X X X   

WFS 
Standard for 
information exchange 

 X X   X 
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4 Original Research 

4.1 Introduction 

ARL STTC is researching and developing ASCEND, a project whose goal is 
timely delivery of environment data, from source to Soldier. Building 
ASCEND requires exploring each step in the data delivery pipeline 
(Figure 1), as well as the interfaces between the steps. ASCEND employs 
a service-oriented architecture (SOA) to streamline and parallelize 
world building. Research into the technologies outlined in the previous 
section has informed ASCEND’s design.  

In the following section we describe ASCEND’s framework. 

4.2 ASCEND Description 

ASCEND employs a service-oriented architecture (SOA) to streamline and parallelize the big 
data problem. One advantage of a SOA is the ability to achieve significant performance 
improvements by deploying services in the cloud. We strategically divided up the environment 
generation problem into parallelized services and deployed those services in the cloud using 
Amazon Web Services. ASCEND’s adaptability to cloud technology enabled us to deploy 
ASCEND onto a High Performance Computing (HPC) platform. HPC’s are designed for big data 
problems:  distributed machines work in parallel to handle the large amounts of processing and 
memory required for environment database build and delivery.  

ASCEND is comprised of two core components: a Client API and a Repository. Collectively, these 
components provide a formal protocol for efficient geospatial data exploitation, supporting 
storage, query, and retrieval operations. ASCEND supports interoperability with existing data 
standards through the use of Adapter classes found within each of these components. Adapter 
classes provide a translation layer between the ASCEND protocol and other data service 
protocols (for example, OGC standards like WFS). The design’s simplicity makes the system 
flexible enough to support a wide array of varied and complex use cases. Figure 2 provides a 
more detailed view of how ASCEND services (data producers and consumers) interact with the 
Client API and Repository. 
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Figure 2. Producer and consumer services interact with the ASCEND repository through adapters and 
the client API. The API provides a standard interface for accessing the system. Adapters provide 

connectivity to existing data and services 

4.3 Example ASCEND Use Cases 

Producer and consumer services use the Client API to process, distribute, and/or visualize GIS 
content in an automated or manual fashion. Multiple services may be combined to perform 
complex system functions, such as constructing a synthetic terrain environment or applying 
data mining techniques to extract critical information. The workflow is user-definable and 
accommodates the inclusion of any third-party service that can be wrapped by the Client API or 
called via the command-line. Figure 3 illustrates one particular use case: live sensor feeds are 
used to produce updated run-time environments in an automated fashion. It is important to 
note that any and all of these services, along with the Repository itself, may reside within a 
cloud-based architecture. 
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Figure 3. In this use case, ASCEND uses sensor data and terrain generation services to automatically 
generate run-time data. The GIS processing and run-time production services can run in the cloud, 

generating usable data quickly with minimal local computing resources 

The preceding use case describes an M&S scenario; in addition, ASCEND supports real-time 
data streaming for operations. By configuring a metadata query, Soldier-worn augmented 
reality systems, like the one shown in Figure 4, become ASCEND consumers, capable of 
displaying relevant environment data to individual Soldiers and squads. Furthermore, when 
Soldiers identify and designate a target through their heads-up display, this information can be 
pushed back into the cloud and automatically disseminated to other consumers, including 
those that construct simulation environments. The ASCEND Repository is thereby capable of 
providing a unified world view, at multiple resolutions, across all domains. 
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Figure 4. Soldier-worn augmented reality systems can be consumers and producers of SE data. Heads-
up display systems can show relevant intelligence data to the Soldier, and the Soldier can be a sensor 
himself, relaying information he has gathered back to the system. (The system pictured here is ARA’s 

ARC4) 

4.4 Risks and Limitations 

Although the ASCEND framework is flexible enough to suit many experimental use cases 
regarding data distribution and exploitation, it is not without its limitations. The following table 
highlights a list of known limitations, or risks, and their appropriate mitigation strategies, when 
applicable. 

Risk Mitigation Strategy 

External data 
provider 
protocols 
may not be 
compatible 
with the 
ASCEND 
Client API 

We implemented a Client API Adapter for the OpenStreetMap (OSM) protocol. 
We found two key compatibility issues between the OSM protocol and ASCEND: 

 OSM supports full feature retrieval, but does not support a reduced-
bandwidth “find data” operation. The ASCEND Client API relies on both 
“find” and “retrieve” semantics, where the former merely returns a 
reference to the data. 

 OSM does not have a strict, well-defined data model. There are a significant 
number of closely-related feature types, which may lead to ambiguity when 
a user tries to retrieve a feature set in a region of interest. 

Unfortunately, there isn’t an effective mitigation strategy for this issue. Our 
approach was to disable the “find” methods when the Client API is connected 
to an OSM repository. Additionally, we express all OSM feature codes as valid 
search criteria. Although this doesn’t limit the capabilities of OSM when used 
through ASCEND, it limits the usability of the Client API. 
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Risk Mitigation Strategy 

Some 
services may 
not be easily 
wrapped 
with a C++ 
Client API 

Services may be written using a wide variety of languages and toolkits: for 
example, MATLAB or Java. In these cases, it may be burdensome to interface 
with the C++ Client API. Perhaps the most flexible mitigation strategy is to 
create a RESTful API alternative to the C++ API. This solution may be less 
efficient than using the C++ API directly, but it would allow any application to 
interface with ASCEND without linking to an API. 
Alternatively, we developed a configurable Service Client GUI to support 
some services that are callable from the command-line. The Service Client 
GUI performs the interaction with the ASCEND network on behalf of the 
service, thereby removing the need for the service to link with the API 
directly. 

5 Technology Evaluation 

We performed two experiments using ASCEND’s initial implementation to evaluate the 
technology’s efficacy. In both experiments, we compared build times for a single desktop 
machine build to a distributed build done with multiple machines. In the first experiment, the 
final database is built with the OpenFlight format. In the second experiment, we target the VBS 
format. We discuss the results of these experiments as well as future work that could aid in 
more efficient environment data delivery, leading to improved simulation, training, and 
operational situational awareness. 

One application of the ASCEND API is generating terrain databases for training and simulation. 
One or more ASCEND repository contains source data in an area where a terrain database 
needs to be built. Adding an ASCEND front-end to an existing Database Generation System 
(DBGS) allows for the DBGS to access the data other users, organizations, or services have 
submitted and cataloged. While this capability is useful by itself, ASCEND’s SOA enables greater 
use of a DBGS when it is used as a service. If multiple DBGS services are available, a traditionally 
serial database build can be parallelized across multiple services, significantly decreasing build 
time. 

5.1 Methodology 

We developed two experiments utilizing a GOTS DBGS, the Rapid Unified Generation of Urban 
Databases (RUGUD). We converted RUGUD’s terrain generation capabilities into ASCEND 
services, allowing us to leverage ASCEND’s SOA to parallelize RUGUD database builds. We also 
developed a simple manager application to direct the execution of the services available on a 
network. This manager provides controls to select the source data stored in an ASCEND 
repository to use for the build, as well as parameters to control how the build is partitioned to 
the available services.  
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When we started a build, the service manager partitioned the database into regions, then 
directed each available service to generate a subset of the database for each region. Each 
service further subdivided the regions into tiles (tiles are the unit of work that is parallelized 
across the CPU cores available to the each service). The service manager assembled the 
complete terrain database as the services submitted their portion of the build back to an 
ASCEND repository. 

5.1.1 Experiment One: OpenFlight Output 

In the first experiment, we selected an area of eastern Europe covering approximately 270,000 
square kilometers. The source data consisted of Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) Level 2 
data and a set of feature layers typical for a constructive simulation (buildings, roads, rivers, 
etc.). The feature layers had relatively dense coverage in the main urban area and sparse 
coverage throughout the remaining region. We chose OpenFlight as the target database format 
for this first experiment because OpenFlight is well suited for parallel generation. 

Two 32 core machines with 32 gigabytes of memory were used in the first experiment. Three 
service instances per machine were used for each test case. We found that multiple service 
instances increased the probability of one service instance performing CPU-intensive work, 
while others waited on system resources. To further maximize system utilization, we 
experimented with different configurations of region and tile size to reduce the impact of 
bottleneck areas in the source data. 

5.1.2 Experiment Two: VBS3 Output 

We executed a second series of tests involving a different target database format. For this test, 
we used the RUGUD service to generate a Virtual Battlespace 3 (VBS3) database consisting of a 
15,000 square kilometer area of the southern United States. We ran these tests on two nodes 
of a High Performance Computing (HPC) cloud managed by STTC. Each node contained 24 cores 
and 64 gigabytes of memory. 

5.2 Results 

The results for the first experiment are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2. OpenFlight Output Experiment Results 

 5 km Tile Size 10 km Tile Size 

Single Machine 2 hours 51 minutes 3 hours 7 minutes 
Dual Machine (10x10 node tiles) 1 hour 15 minutes 3 hours 37 minutes 
Dual Machine (20x20 node tiles) 44 minutes 1 hour 48 minutes 
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In the traditional DBGS workflow, using a single machine and without the ASCEND framework, 
the total build time for the first experiment data set was 171 minutes. After utilizing ASCEND’s 
parallelization-enabling capabilities, we observed a 74% decrease in build time to only 44 
minutes for a 5 km/20 x 20 tile configuration. We observed a similar, but less dramatic decrease 
in build time for the larger region and tile configurations. 

We believe the 5 km/20 x 20 tile configuration was the most effective parallelization scheme 
for three reasons. First, the smaller tile size reduced the maximum time required to process a 
bottleneck tile. At 10 km tile size, the bottleneck regions took up to 33 minutes to process. At 5 
km tile size, they took up to 5 minutes to process. This effectively reduced the amount of time 
that a service could run sub-optimally from 33 minutes to 5 minutes. Second, the increased 
number of tiles per region reduces the possibility of “starving” a service of tiles to process. 
Finally, this configuration offered a good balance between the time needed to build the biggest 
bottleneck regions and the time to generate the remaining regions. All services were busy for 
approximately the same amount of time, though not all processed the same number of regions. 

The other configurations that we tested differ by how much they favor either tile count per 
region or region count per service. It is likely that the build time could be further reduced by 
using a different region and tile size configuration. Determining the configuration that yields 
maximum parallelization is currently a manual process, and the time constraints of this 
experiment did not allow for testing of additional configurations. Further research should 
investigate approaches to calculating the optimal region and tile size based on the source data 
density. 

For the second experiment, we used a courser node tile configuration (2 x 2) for VBS export 
than we did with OpenFlight. VBS export is faster with a larger number of nodes on a machine 
each processing a smaller number of tiles since VBS cannot multithread tiles as efficiently as 
OpenFlight. The results for the second experiment are summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3. VBS3 Output Experiment Results 

 14 km Tile Size 

Single Machine 1 hour 40 minutes 
Dual Machine (2x2 node tiles) 19 minutes 

In the second experiment, we observed an 81% decrease in build time. We also ran this same 
VBS3 export experiment on STTC’s HPC cluster and saw a 64% decrease in build time. In all 
experiments, we saw significant, measurable benefits to integrate ASCEND to the traditional 
DBGS workflow. 

Although the distributed hardware in both experiments was limited to two machines, the only 
known limit to parallelization is the time to build the most complex region. Assuming enough 
resources could be dedicated such that there are as many services available for the total 
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number of regions of a build, the build can be completely parallelized. As discussed, careful 
selection of partitioning parameters can decrease the size and thus the time to process these 
bottleneck areas. There is, however, a limit to the number of services that can share system 
resources before the services begin to compete for those resources. This limit is configuration-
dependent. For some target database formats, there may also be a minimum size limit enforced 
by the format or runtime, either explicitly or in practice. 

Finally, while this experiment shows that a GOTS DBGS can effectively be transformed into an 
ASCEND service, we expect to further optimize parallelization of terrain database builds by 
creating ASCEND services out of the operations performed within the DBGS. Operations such as 
Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) generation and building model generation could be 
ASCEND services. This will allow a nearly limitless set of resources to be available for all phases 
of terrain database generation, in addition to the benefits of a truly distributed system. We are 
currently researching these and other parallelization and distribution techniques.  

6 Conclusions and Further Research 

For the military, generating synthetic environments is critical for training, simulation, and 
operations. High fidelity, geographically accurate databases increase learning in training 
scenarios and provide simulation realism. In the operational domain, accurate and timely SE 
databases provide increased situational awareness. Database management and communication 
frameworks like ASCEND and EDS can provide SE databases accurately and rapidly. 
Collaboration between these related efforts will ensure we will develop complimentary 
capabilities that integrate well and provide streamlined, intuitive capabilities for the Soldier.  

Our prototype ASCEND implementation and subsequent experiments showed it is possible to 
parallelize and distribute SE database builds. We showed that the resulting services can be run 
in the cloud and that builds can be generated in significantly less time, with decreases of up to 
81% with just one additional computer. Further research experimentation should show even 
more gains with more computing nodes.  

By implementing our prototype system and integrating with existing services, we learned about 
new risks and challenges. For example, we discovered that OSM lacked a strict data model and 
“find feature” capability. These discoveries lead to minor design changes that made our system 
more robust and flexible. By continuing to integrate with more services, we will uncover and 
address more shortcomings, allowing ASCEND and related technologies to support more use 
cases, efficiently bringing a wider breadth of SE data to the Soldier. 

While our experiment showed increased build time efficiency, it is still unknown how far we can 
leverage parallelization, HPC, and cloud computing to decrease source-to-Soldier SE data 
delivery time. Further research should be performed to find limits and bottlenecks. Are there 
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theoretical limits to achieving real-time delivery of relevant, usable environment data? Even if 
there turn out to be, we must determine the technology gaps to accelerating current source-to-
Soldier delivery to these limits. Our experiments focused on accelerating database build time; 
feature extraction is another area that researchers should consider and optimize. 

Streamlined and accurate SE data can lead to improved training outcomes, more advanced, 
accurate military simulation, and increased situational awareness. Each of these leads to 
increased Soldier efficacy and survivability, making these pursuits well worth continued 
research efforts. 

For further information, please contact: 

 

 

 

Jeff Lyons 
Principal Engineer and Group Leader 

Applied Research Associates, Inc. 
Virtual Heroes Division 

11315 Corporate Blvd. Suite 250 
Orlando, FL 32817 

Phone: 407-823-9121 
jlyons@ara.com 

mailto:jlyons@ara.com
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